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There are some days where we encounter situations or events that eat up our
expenses, and force us to borrow money. Situations might get more stressful if
we are required to return the borrowed money. Should you encounter this
scenario, fret not as this article will shed some light on how to pay off the debt.

Create a budget
Constantly create a budget for yourself. It is always great to stay ahead of the game. The budget paves way
for one to see what cost can be avoided and can't. The budget enables you to have a better understanding on
where the money is being used. The excess money can be utilized to pay off the debt.
Prioritize
Just like budgeting, prioritizing is more towards organizing your debt from more important to least
important. There are various types of debts that are of high priority as they involve the deciding factor of
your living status. A missed mortgage payment can result in consequence such as house being snapped away
from you. Remember to prioritize debt that will impact you further.
Pay off the lowest balance first
Form a list of all your debts. Best to firstly clear the debt with the lowest balance in order for you to settle
smaller ones, and work towards the bigger balances. Settling a debt always makes one feels great regardless of
the amount. As it is relatively easier to settle the smaller debt, remember to take baby steps one at a
time.Although priority involves hefty amount such as mortgage, there are always small debt products which
can be easily cleared.
Avoid Temptations
The core reason for most people to land in debt situation is due to temptations. Some people can't handle
credit products and go on a splurge to spend it all. Escaping these urges can solve tonnes of problems.
Remember to think wisely before spending as well as the aftermath of the spending. Make it a habit to
constantly spend money that you have, and refrain from spending alternative means.
Conclusion
As a conclusion, staying debt free is always a wonderful feeling. It may be tough to refrain using some
products that may land you in a situation of debt. Nonetheless, the tips provided above are some great
options to avoid the pulls and become debt free. Although some debts are healthy mortgages, it is always
crucial to prioritize what is good and what is unhealthy.
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New Bob Realty

Malaysia Property Expo
(MAPEX)
and Property Expo 2014
As the year is drawing to an end, New Bob Realty continues to be more involved in property
fairs. For the month of October, our team travelled from north to south to partake in two
massive property fairs. The first property fair was the Malaysia Property Expo (MAPEX)
held from 12th- 14th October 2014, at Midvalley Exhibition Centre in Kuala Lumpur. This
was then followed by the Property Expo at Sunway Convention Centre from 22nd- 24th
October 2014.
To date, New Bob has helped many Malaysian homebuyers to purchase their dream homes
at affordable prices through our active involvement in numerous fairs. It has helped
generate demand for housing and ensure sustained growth of the housing and property
industry. Prior to the GST implementation from April 1st next year, buyers should grab this
final opportunity to get a good property deal from the ongoing and upcoming property fairs.
Be it for own occupation or investment purposes, make sure to stay tuned with New Bob for
more great property deals as we visit your hometown next!

Sunway Convention Centre
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NB tropics

TROPIC
SUITES
show unit ready for viewing

A fully-furnished commercial suite project that
consists of 88 lavish units, the built-up of the
project starts from 500-800 sq feet. Tropic Suites
has the perfect location, situated in the renowned
business hub along Jalan Gottlieb on Penang
Island. It is in close proximity to Penang City
Centre, hospitals, schools, parks and popular
eateries. Selling price starts from RM500,000
onwards.

For viewing, kindly make early appointment with
any of our sales and marketing staff.
012-4019 577 (Jessica) or 012-412 8111 (James).
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New Bob's Pick: Part 2
Top 5 Newly-Opened Cafes
Seven months ago, our editorial team made a special coverage on five must
visit heritage cafes in Georgetown. Once again, we are making a comeback
this month to bring to you five newly-opened cafes in Penang to share with
you during this holiday season.

1 The Safe Room
The Safe Room is the newest addition to the many
whimsical heritage cafes available in Penang. Although
liquid nitrogen ice cream has already been a hit for quite
some time in certain places, The Safe Room is the first
cafe to introduce this form of ice-cream. Similar to other
liquid nitrogen stores, it adopted an open kitchen concept
that can engage customers in their ice-cream making
process. Guests are bound to witness the astonishing
cooling property of liquid nitrogen and watch the simple
transformation of fresh fruits and cream!
Besides that, lovebirds have the option to purchase a love
lock at RM39.90. This includes engraving their names on
the lock, and have it locked to the tree that beautifully lies
within the safe room.
Among the top favorites encompass coconut nitro icecream (RM15.90) a fresh coconut drink blended with
vanilla ice-cream and liquid nitrogen, and Americano
(RM6.90) a nicely brewed coffee via nicely roasted beans.
Address: 42, Campbell Street, 10100, Georgetown,
Penang; Phone:016-521 2860 Operating Hours:
12pm-11pm(daily)
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2 The Light Bulb Cafe
.

As you take a stroll along Jalan Zainal Abidin, you will stumble upon a newly
opened quaint cosy cafe that serves more than an ordinary cup of coffee and
all-day breakfast menu. The interior of the cafe was decorated with various
lightbulbs being entangled on pipes while some are left hanging around in the
air. These bulbs illuminate glowing mellow yellowish light that aim to
bestows a romantic atmosphere. Should you feel Penang is congested during
the weekend, then this is the perfect place for you to spend the rest of the day.
Prices are wallet-friendly complete with attentive service.
Address: No 57, Jalan Zainal Abidin, Georgetown, 10400 Pulau Pinang;
Phone: 04-226 9721 Operating Hours: 11am-11pm (daily)

3 Coﬀee Smith
A household brand in Taiwan, Coffee Smith
recently expanded its empire to Penang. The
menu provides an ample choice of coffee,
brunch, and main dishes that can stimulate
guests' taste buds. With over 20 years of
experience in roasting coffee, they make it a
priority to merely select coffee produce of high
altitude Arabica beans. The environment is
always inviting and warm with the fragrant
smell of brewing coffee. Among the signature
coffee include pot latte (RM13) and classic
artisan coffee (RM19) which is a concoction of
espresso, black coffee and warm milk which
enables guests to create their own diy coffee.
Address: No.29-C-01-11, Maritime Piazza,
Lebuh Sungai Pinang 5, 10300; Phone:
04-684 1818 Operating Hours:
11am-11pm(daily)
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4. Wheeler's Coffee
Nestled within the heart of Georgetown, Wheeler's Coffee
is the perfect cafe for friends and family to chill out and
indulge in good coffee. If you happen to cycle along Love
Lane, remember to make a stop at this quaint cafe as you
fill yourself with their rich selection of food, coffee and
desserts. This bicycle-themed cafe is the latest addition to
the Penang buzzing cafe scene, and uses tonnes of bicycles
as decoration. Other than the impressive decoration, this
cafe also serves appealing dishes priced affordably (lunch,
dinner ranging from only RM7 to RM14).
Address: 67, Jalan Love Lane, Chinatown,
Georgetown,10200, Penang; Phone: 04-261 3570
Business Hours: 10am-11pm(weekdays),
10am-12midnight (weekend)

5. Love and Latte Cafe
Founded by cousins, Kian Tat and Matthew, Love and Latte Cafe
is a heavenly place for coffee and dessert lovers. This relatively
new cafe located along Love Lane offers reasonably-priced all day
breakfast dishes. Kian Tat puts his rich expertise on Western
culinary and pastry to good use by creating wonderful collections
of pancakes for the guests. Make an entry into the cafe, and you
will be welcomed by the beautiful and colorful chairs to make you
feel like home. Among the top favorites include pancakes,
croissants, toasts and coffee.
Address: 86, Love Lane, 10200 Georgetown, Penang; Phone:
04-261 4119; Business Hours: 8.30am-11pm (daily)
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Super Star Libra

- X

Penang!
2D/1N from RM192/pax Cruise to No-Where
4D/3N from RM1156/pax Phuket/Krabi
7D/6N from RM2463/pax Phuket/Yangon
(Include 2 Days Shore Excursion Yangon)

All Inclusive Rate!

Optional
2 Nights Penang
Hotel Stay
With a Car
4D/3N & 2D/1N rate shown are for DB Room(Dcck 3) and subject to
availability.Star Cruises & New Bob Terms & Conditions Apply.

For Reservation:
New Bob Rent-A-Car & Tours Sdn Bhd(KPL2447/3132)
Tel: 04-229 1111 Fax: 04-229 7777 Email: bobcar@bobcar.com.my HP:012-4191 777
www.bobcar.com.my

